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From the SCUCC Chair arrive to a quiet campus with plenty of parking, can enjoy lunches with our colleagues and relish in a slower pace. Given I am five weeks away from that day, I gently remind myself in times of high stress that it is coming!
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Roster



Lauren Woolley, Ph.D. Staff Psychologist University of San Diego Greetings SCUCC members! One aspect of our work that I love and loathe is the ebb and flow of Counseling Center life. The busyness builds and builds and then one day we



Reflecting upon my involvement in SCUCC, I am struck by how much Counseling Center work has changed in the short span of my career. The American College Health Association National College Health Assessment Data (2013) indicates the acuity and number of students presenting with
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Hello fellow SCUCC members!



Envisioning SCUCC as a Professional Home
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I want to warmly thank all of my colleagues who offered their assistance with submitting Newsletter pieces. The Newsletter could not continue without your assistance and support!
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mental health concerns at colleges and universities continues to grow. When I initially began this work, my tasks resembled those of a professional musician in a symphony orchestra. I showed up to work each day, knew my schedule, what I would play and who I would play with. Now my job closely resembles that of a jazz musician. I am often asked to improvise, show up to late night gigs where the audience may be drunk and not thrilled with what I am playing or have to offer. Sometimes we have to call the cops in to get things under con(Continued Page 2)



From the SCUCC Newsletter Editor I have enjoyed putting this Spring edition of the SCUCC Newsletter together.



Kristin Harris-McDonald, Ph.D. In this issue we have pieces by Staff Psychologist our new student Liaison, as Texas Christian University well as two ECPS who are hoping to make an impact on our section and share some



great ideas for how to do so. Our Communications Chair James Lyda also submitted an interesting piece on California's Student Mental Health Initiative. And the Newsletter contains much more! I sincerely hope that everyone’s semesters are quickly winding down...or at least will soon. I’m counting the days myself! Enjoy the Newsletter, and please don’t hesitate to contact me with any Newsletter-related questions or concerns. Thank you for reading!
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Continued from the SCUCC Chair: trol. I get home late but still have to wake up early for the symphony work. Sometimes I want Celine Dion’s gig in Vegas. SCUCC offers a fitting place for university and college counseling center staff to come together and dialogue about ways to effectively approach our ever-changing work. I encourage you to read the wonderful article by Drs. Catherine Hsieh and Jason Hacker about ways we can truly foster a home in SCUCC for students, early professional psychologists and seasoned staff alike. For those of you joining us at the annual convention in Washington, DC, I encourage you to attend our business meeting and social/awards breakfast hour, date and time TBD. This year Division 17 plans to host a section open house to familiarize students and ECPs



with all the division has to offer. I encourage members and interested folks to please stop by our table, introduce yourself and pick up one of our fashionable, red, Division 17 SCUCC ribbons! Jon Brunner, Ph.D., Vivian Barnette, Ph.D., Barbara Meehan, Ph.D. and I will be presenting a symposium, Creative Approaches to Addressing College Student Mental Health, on Friday, August 8th at 10:00am. We look forward to connecting with SCUCC colleagues and exploring effective ways to manage university and college counseling center demands. Please watch the listserv for calls for our annual student, early career professional and outstanding contribution awards. If you do not plan to nominate someone but would like to help, please consider participating on our awards com-



mittee. The time commitment is small and reading about all the amazing accomplishments of the nominees is fun! Finally, please consider running for an SCUCC officer position. Serving as SCUCC chair afforded me the wonderful opportunity to develop relationships with university and counseling center staff from across the country. While there are six degrees between us and Kevin Bacon, in the counseling center world there are often two to three degrees! I wish all of you a restful summer . . .we’re close!



SCUCC Leadership Roster Lauren Woolley—Chair



Barbara Meehan—Chair Elect



Jan Collins-Eaglin—Past Chair



Jon Brunner—Treasurer



James Lyda—Communications Chair



Christine Zhou—Research Committee



Kristin Harris-McDonald—Newsletter Editor



Larry Marks—Webmaster



Jonathan Weber—Student Liaison
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From the SCUCC Student Liaison My name is Jon Weber, the newly appointed Student Representative of the SCUCC. I have been a member of Division 17 since April 2013, and I am excited to have taken this next step of supporting the section and cultivating further student involvement in our work together. I am a 4th year Psy.D. student at Fuller School of Psychology in Pasadena, CA and have had training in a variety of assessment and therapeutic models, with a growing interest in working with adolescents and young adults, particularly in the domain of college and university counseling. Thus far in my work with the SCUCC, I have developed the online application template, allowing individuals to renew their membership status and join as new members via an online portal, rather than having to download, print off, and send their application in through the mail. Additionally, I have been and will continue to research other methods to both recruit new members, as well as inform and involve current members in the section’s activities. I want to invite all current members in SCUCC to consider contributing to our dynamic work in this section with such a critical population of young adults who attend our many colleges



Jonathan Weber, M.A. Clinical Psychology Psy.D. Student Fuller School of Psychology



and universities. Our section has many opportunities for student contributions. For example, every year our Section offers an award to a student, an early career professional, and a psychologist for their outstanding accomplishments in counseling center work (i.e. research, outreach, supervision, clinical work, etc.). SCUCC members are needed to help select award recipients; so please consider volunteering when you see the call for volunteers in late spring. We also have several “journalistic” volunteer opportunities, such as coordinating our Facebook page, being a lead for posting links and resources for our webpage, and contributing articles to our Section newsletter. Whatever your interests are, there are many opportunities for professional growth and service! However, you might be saying “So much to do, so little time!” I want you to know that I get that. Sometimes I feel like I hardly have enough time to breathe! However, despite your busy life, I want to encourage you to at least consider what an amazing opportunity that volunteering for this section is to MAKE CONNECTIONS (which I think we all know is crucial,



especially as professionals just entering the field). There are many opportunities to meet individuals who are established and experienced in the field. Additionally, you will slowly build a network of colleagues who can serve as resources in developing and pursuing your career goals and you might even be a resource for others as well. As a personal testimony, I will admit that I do not have any experience in college and university center counseling, and yet my desire to get involved and put myself out there has provided me the opportunity to meet some great people. If you don’t feel qualified or even know what you want to do in the future, or if the college and university setting is a place where you want to be, then this is the perfect place for you to ask questions, seek resources, make connections, and learn more about your evolving professional future. I said it before and I will say it one last time…I strongly encourage you to get involved! If you are anything like me you know there is much more to know about our field and my belief is that there is no better way to do that than to start serving and joining in community with others!
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The State of Mental Health: Reflections on the University of California’s Student Mental Health Initiative James Lyda, Ph.D. Staff Psychologist and Mental Health Outreach Coordinator University of California– San Francisco Division 17 SCUCC Communications Chair



“This grant, funded by California taxpayer dollars, allowed the UC System to keep a promise it made in 2006….for meeting the fundamental mental health needs of its students and providing for safe and healthy campus environments across the system. “



On June 30, 2014, the 10 campuses comprising the University of California (UC) will bid farewell to the Student Mental Health Initiative grant (SMHI), which began funding in June of 2011. This grant, funded by California taxpayer dollars, allowed the UC System to keep a promise it made in 2006. That year the UC Student Mental Health Committee, in response to rapidly increasing demand for counseling services, coupled with increasing severity and reduced capacity to meet the demand, presented a report to the UC Regents recommending a comprehensive framework for meeting the fundamental mental health needs of its students and providing for safe and healthy campus environments across the system. This threetiered model now serves as the basis for the University’s approach to student mental health. My involvement with the SMHI grant began in late 2011. I left my position at UC Berkeley’s Counseling and Psychological Services to go work across the Bay at University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) Student Health and Counseling Services. My hire at UC Berkeley was a direct



result of funding generated by the aforementioned Student Mental Health Committee’s 2006 report. Now, in addition to being a counseling center generalist, my new role was to coordinate UCSF’s SMHI grant. Awarded to all 10 UC campuses, the SMHI grant is funded by the California Mental Health Services Authority (CalMHSA) through California’s Proposition 63. For those of you not from California, Proposition 63, known as the Mental Health Services Act, was a groundbreaking 2004 state ballot measure in which CA voters agreed to raise the tax rate of earnings above $1 million to generate revenue for the purpose transforming the State’s public mental health system through expansion and innovation. It is affectionately known in the Golden State as the “millionaires tax.” The passing of the California Mental Health Services Act (prop. 63) was timely for the UC System. The 2007-08 financial crisis threatened to bring the aforementioned three-tier plan to an early demise. Proposition 63 funds provided a fiscal avenue to respond to the increasing severity and demand for men-



tal health services seen on their campuses, a challenge shared by campuses across the nation. In 2011, the UC Student Mental Health Oversight Committee spearheaded collaboration between each UC campus’ Student Counseling and Psychological Services and UC Office of the President Student Affairs, which resulted in a proposal and subsequent award of a $7.7 million student mental health grant funded by CalMHSA through Prop 63. Funding was awarded for a 3-year term, June 2011 through June 2014, with efforts to: a) increase direct mental health services, b) provide training to faculty and staff to recognize and respond to signs of distress, c) reduce the stigma that prevents many students from seeking services, and d) leverage resources to maximize capacity. Some examples of the work that has been done thus far: Implementation of the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention’s Interactive Screening Program (ISP). In response to research (Continued Page 7)
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APA 2014 Convention - August 7-10, 2014 - Washington, D.C. Be sure to check out the SCUCC sponsored programming: 



Symposium—Creative Approaches to Addressing College Student Mental Health — Friday, August 8 at 10am







Business Meeting, Awards Presentation and Social Hour—Time/Date TBD







Division 17 Open House SCUCC Table—Time/Date TBA



More details to follow in the summer conference supplement. See you all in DC!!



Upcoming Conferences American College Personnel Convention March 4-8, 2015 – Tampa, FL www.myacpa.org American Group Psychotherapy Association Spring 2015– Location TBA www.agpa.org



American Counseling Association March 11-15, 2014 – Orlando, FL www.counseling.org/ American Psychological Association Convention August 7—10, 2014—Washington, D.C. www.apa.org/convention



Asian American Psychological Association August 6, 2014—Washington, D.C. www.aapaonline.org



Association of Black Psychologists Annual International Convention July 13—21, 2014– Indianapolis, IN www.abpsi.org



Division 17 Counseling Psychologist Conference Spring 2015—Location TBA



Association for Women in Psychology Conference Spring 2015 — Location TBD www.awpsych.org



http://www.div17.org



Association for University & College Counseling Center Directors November 9-12, 2014— Chicago, IL www.aucccd.org



NASPA March 21-25, 2015 – New Orleans, LA http://www.naspa.org/conf
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Envisioning SCUCC as a Professional Home for Students, ECPs, and All College Counseling Professionals Catherine Hsieh, Ph.D.



Jason Hacker, Ph.D.



Counseling Psychologist



Staff Clinician



California State University-



American University



San Bernardino



“...we envisioned SCUCC as meeting the diverse needs of students, early career, mid-career, and senior level professionals working in college counseling centers. “



We are two early career psychologists from two different institutions on opposite ends of the U.S. and we share an identity as counseling psychologists working at university counseling centers. Dr. Catherine Hsieh and Dr. Jason Hacker met at the SCUCC meeting at the 2014 Counseling Psychology Conference in Atlanta. We connected on the importance of finding a professional home that supports our desire to connect with other college counseling professionals; and our shared interest in contributing to an organization that shares our core values as counseling psychologists. Dr. Catherine Hsieh graduated from the University of Missouri in 2012. After completing a postdoctoral fellowship at Loyola Marymount University, Dr. Hsieh started her first job as a licensed psychologist at the California State University San Bernardino in July 2013. Her first year on the job at a multidisciplinary counseling center has been a gratifying experience to work



with students at a Hispanic serving institution with the majority of the student population identifying as first generation college students.



Dr. Jason Hacker graduated from Loyola University Chicago in 2013. After completing an internship at the University of Illinois, Dr. Hacker started his first position as a staff clinician at American University in Washington D.C. in August 2013. His first year at a mid-sized private institution has included the opportunity to launch a Men’s Group, perform outreach to address sexual violence, and work with students who report problematic drug and alcohol use. “Home is not where you live but where they understand you.” – Christian Morgenstern, German Poet 1871-1914



In devising a “wish list” for our ideal professional home, we envisioned SCUCC as meeting the diverse needs of



students, early career, midcareer, and senior level professionals working in college counseling centers. A sentiment that was shared by many others who attended the Section meeting in Atlanta. SCUCC is an ideal home given that its core values of multiculturalism, development of the whole person, and social justice are consistent with the mission statements of many college counseling centers. In addition, psychologists that practice within an academic environment often share a desire to remain connected to the cutting edge research performed within the Society of Counseling Psychology. Yet, any professional home for counseling center professionals also needs to meet the unique needs of individuals who share the fundamental responsibility of providing psychological care to a campus community. Our profession could benefit from a place to discuss new ideas with colleagues who are generating innovative program(Continued Page 10)
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The State of Mental Health, Continued… underlining that 80 percent of students who die by suicide never seeking help at their college or university counseling center (Kisch, Leino, and Silverman, 2005), the ISP is an outreach tool aimed at getting to students who are highest risk, but least likely come in. The ISP provides an anonymous, web-based method of outreach that starts with a brief, confidential online Stress & Depression Questionnaire, followed by a personal written response from a campus counselor within 24-48 hours, offering options for follow-up evaluation and treatment. The ISP is now in place at all 10 UC campuses. The “Red Folder” Initiative. Each UC campus committed to publish a "Red Folder" to serve as a quick reference guide to mental health resources for faculty/staff and graduate teaching/ research assistants who may interact with distressing or distressed students. Distribution of the folders is often accompanied by a brief training from the Counseling Center staff.



Finding Creative Ways to Increase Capacity. UC campuses are coordinating with the state, local counties, as well as the Community College and State University systems to leverage resources and increase capacity of their student mental health efforts. Some campuses are partnering with Know the Signs statewide suicide prevention social marketing campaign. Others are working with their local county’s campaigns. For instance, UC San Diego partnered with San Diego county’s It’s Up To Us suicide prevention campaign. Since the end of the second quarter of the 2013-14 fiscal year, the UC SMHI had reached approximately 42,954 faculty/ staff through the “Red Folder” initiative. Through enhanced suicide screening efforts, collectively, UC has screened over 80,216 students since July 2011. That is approximately 34% of our student body, and we’re not done yet. The close of the SMHI grant period is not an ending; rather it represents the completion of a



foundation shaped by three years of program development, enhancement, and innovation in the interest of student mental health. As most any university counseling center staff person can attest, the demand on our services, and the severity of presentation is not going away. I am proud to be a part of a university system that has recognized the issue, and has and will continue to take steps to address it. References Kisch, J., Leino, E. V., & Silverman, M. M. (2005). Aspects of suicidal behavior, depression and treatment in college students: Results from the spring 2000 National College Health Assessment Survey. Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior, 35, 3–13. Please contact Dr. Lyda at [email protected] with questions or comments.
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Spring Contributors



Ask Us Anything...



This section consists of counseling center professionals’ answers to questions posed by graduate students who are interested in counseling center work. We offer our spring contributors a warm thank you!



What is the most rewarding part of your work in a university counseling center? Jon Brunner, PhD Licensed Psychologist Director of Counseling and Health Services Florida Gulf Coast University



Jessica Manning, PhD Psychological Testing Coordinator Purdue University



Dominique Scalise, PhD Staff Psychologist Counseling Center University of Maryland



Dr. Brunner I have always felt that the most rewarding part of working in a university counseling center is that you work with a mostly young bright population who are at a point in their lives where personal development and wellness is critical to their future happiness and success. College students are experiencing a significant transition in life and what a privilege it is to be a part of their growth and development! It is a time of learning, skill building and resolving past concerns and issues (many times related to family). It is a time for setting a personal course for healthy relationships, individual wellness, career success and life goals. In addition I have always appreciated the opportunity to develop and work with a dynamic and supportive treatment team. Balancing staff with diverse perspectives in terms of practice, theoretical orientation, service interests and cultural background leaves us all richer as practicing counseling psychologists. The variety of functions and services found in today’s centers presents multiple opportunities to create a healthy university community. We not only develop counseling and therapy skills but also outreach, collaboration and consultation skills. Prevention interventions have become a major function with counseling centers. The mutuality, personal and professional support, and camaraderie are significant benefits of working with counseling center team……………it cannot be beat!



Dr. Scalise I appreciate the work life balance offered at my center. Being with many counseling psychologists on staff, I have also appreciated that I am supported directly and indirectly by like-minded psychologists, particularly around areas of cultural awareness. The opportunities to find a niche, especially in larger campuses, is another bonus.



Dr. Surething



The most rewarding aspect for me personally is the chance to do many different activities while working at a college. I enjoy providing clinical services, including individual and group counseling. Group counseling is very active at most colleges and there is such a variety of the groups one can facilitate when working at a Nicole Surething, PhD counseling center. I also enjoy being able to do workshops and outreach to the campus, students, faculty, and Director, CAPS parents. Third, I love how we have the opportunity to work as a team, often consulting with our colleagues and participating in case consultations on a regular basis. Finally, I find it very rewarding to be able to train University of Mary future professionals as most centers have practicum and interns from various programs we can supervise. Washington



Do you see diverse students with varied presenting problems or are there certain typical issues that regularly arise? Dr. Brunner The question of presenting problems comes up a lot in terms of work in university counseling services. There is abundant data on the mental and behavioral concerns of students but I could sum up this data by saying the most prevalent presenting issues are anxiety related disorders, depression and relationship problems. There is great diversity however and that is why we must stay current and open to different treatment perspectives and modalities. As I reflect back on my 25 years of serving as a director at two different universities I have seen a marked change. The psychological issues of students have become more severe, compound and complex. At times it reminds me of my early community mental health center days. An example of this complexity is why we have intensely trained our entire staff and developed a DBT treatment program.
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We all know that the college students of the Millennial generation are the most diverse ever. However we tend to see more homogeneity in terms of presenting problems. Certainly the cultural differences and generation status of students must be taken into consideration and we must always be sensitive to such in terms of counseling practice and process. However in terms of general presenting problems there is great similarity. The “how and why” may vary and it is within that context we reach out and “tailor” services. It is also important to note that social advocacy is a major function within university counseling centers today.



Dr. Manning I've been amazed by the wide range of concerns that students have. A major portion of my job involves testing for ADHD, LD, and ASD, and the diagnoses that we end up making for students who present thinking they have one of these disorders have been incredibly wide. The student may think he/she has ADHD, but we stumble across basically everything else during the testing process; students may have anxiety, mood, or personality disorders instead of or in addition to ADHD. Alternatively, they might have any range of undiagnosed psychological or medical conditions, including eating disorders, substance dependence, narcolepsy, epilepsy, etc. Similarly, our therapists work with students with basically every disorder from the DSM, including severe mental illnesses. Our senior staff members rarely work with students with more minor adjustment concerns, as these students are typically seen by our trainees. This variety of work makes the job more interesting, and I enjoy never knowing what I'll encounter from day to day.



Dr. Scalise Being in close proximity to Washington DC, we have a very diverse campus so issues related to cultural adjustment related or unrelated to the typical depression, relationship concerns, and anxiety allows me to apply many of the theories we focused on in graduate school.



Dr. Surething There is a greater amount of diversity among the presenting problems seen at colleges. At my center we treat many Axis I and Axis II disorders, and there is variety in terms of the severity of presenting problems. The top 2 issues seen often involve anxiety and depressive disorders or a combination of the two. There is an increasing trend in working with trauma, whether it is childhood or adult trauma as well and this is a growing need that many centers are facing.



How do you manage requirements for shortened time frame for students utilizing UCC? How does your theoretical orientatin hinder or help with time-limited therapy? Dr. Scalise This is probably the biggest challenge for me. Our administration understands our need to be able to extend sessions beyond the limit, however we also need to have open slots at every point throughout the year so a limit is needed. I have worked on trying to do a “piece of the work” in the time that we have and facilitate depth and insight so that students will leave with a positive therapy experience. This way, if they need further therapy or have setback later on they will be more likely to return for therapy (that’s my hope at least!).



Dr. Surething Working in a short-term model is becoming the norm at most counseling centers. However, I find it rewarding to work with students within this mode. It gives the clinician an opportunity to set appropriate treatment goals with the client and encourage the clinician to check in with clients on how well they are progressing on those goals. I feel my theoretical orientation is not hindered by short-term work, I often use an interpersonal and cognitive behavioral perspective. Many new professionals believe it is best to see clients weekly, however, I have learned in my years of working in UCC's that many students do better when seen every other week, as this gives them a chance to reflect on what is being learned in treatment and make the most out of their counseling sessions. I also still see some clients on a more long term basis, and I find that some centers do allow clinicians to see some clients for more long term treatment. It can be a challenge having to limit counseling to a short term model. At my center we work hard to educate the client up front on what to expect in treatment and the nature of how treatment will unfold, and by doing this, we find that students are ok with the short term model.
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Envisioning SCUCC as a Professional Home Continued... ming or creative solutions to meet the challenges we face in meeting students’ needs. Finally, as early career psychologists, we are hoping that the SCUCC can serve as a platform to network and to develop mentoring relationships for students, ECPs, and professionals at all stages of their career development. With our current and potential members working and living in all parts of the country and the world, we thought that our first step in building a community is to overcome this geographical challenge. Creating a strong web presence for SCUCC would help bring people together by having a visible organization serving the needs of those working in college counseling. In addition, following the trend in our field we need to promote programing for students and ECPs that will help connect them to SCUCC early in their careers. Some of our ideas include: 



Developing the current website into an “information hub” for posting resources related to career development, best



practices, and training opportunities. 



Utilizing social media, listserv, or blogs as an interactive space for discussions and perhaps to answer the questions, “what are other people doing?” by sharing ideas about innovative programing or “how did you get to where you are at now?” to support the career development of students and ECPs.







Expanding the SCUCC’s recent effort to create webinars on relevant issues to meet the professional development and training needs of its members.







Forming a leadership program modelled after other successful programs such as the Division 17 Leadership



Academy to support those interested in national leadership for counseling center professionals. We are excited about being part of an organization that understands the joys and challenges of working in college counseling. And we want to invite all of you to join us in creating a professional home that meets your needs as a student or professionalpassionate about college counseling.
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Membership Application Section on College and University Counseling Centers A Section of the Society of Counseling Psychology—Division 17American Psychological Association



Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________ Name of College/University: ___________________________________________________________________ Highest Degree Awarded: _____________________________________________________________________ Work Setting: _________________________________ Position: _____________________________________ Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________ Gender: ( ) Male ( ) Female ( ) Transgendered APA Membership #:: _________________________________ Indicate Type of Membership: ( ) Section Member - Associate Member, Member, or Fellow of Division 17 ( ) Professional Affiliate - Affiliates of the Division, or Fellows or Members of APA who are not members of the Division but who have an interest in the purposes of the Section ( ) Student Affiliate - Any student belonging to APAGS or Division 17 SAG (Membership Fee Waived) Phone Number: ________________________________ Fax Number: _________________________________ ( ) New Membership



( ) Renewal



E-mail: ____________________________________________________________________________________ May we put your information on our webpage?



( ) Yes ( ) No



Would you like to be on the listserv?



( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Already on Listserv



Signature: ____________________________________ Date: _______________________________________ Please list any ideas you have for future SCUCC Projects



Please Send the $10 Membership Dues and Completed Application To: Jon Brunner Counseling and Psychological Services Florida Gulf Coast University Fort Myers, Florida 33965-6565 Checks Payable To: Division 17 SCUCC



Alternatively, fill out our new on-line membership form! Use the below link: http://www.div17.org/SCUCC/Membership.html
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The Kansas Wing Civil Air Patrol Celebrates. Col. ... members from both the Kansas and Oklahoma Wings traveled to Wichita to lesson to. her talk and to ...
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Vendor Contract - Spring 2014.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. Vendor Contract ...
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2014 Spring Concert Program - Complete.pdf 

There was a problem loading more pages. Retrying... 2014 Spring Concert Program - Complete.pdf. 2014 Spring Concert Program - Complete.pdf. Open. Extract.
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Orientation Spring 2014.pub - 

For ages 11-14. Project VIP (drama/writing): Mon & Thurs 4:30-6. Girls Leadership: Tues & Wed 4:30-6. GoGirlGo! + Girls EnCourage: Wed 6:30-8. (Fitness + ...
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LMSAWest 2014 Spring Newsletter.pdf 

was made possible through the dedicated efforts of the UC Davis LMSA members, faculty/staff and. sponsors, and they look forward to hosting this grand event ...
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Spring Break IOP 2014 - 

Anger Management. Self-esteem. Leadership. Problem Solving. Teamwork. Communication. Goal Setting. March 24th through March 28th. Time: 1:00-4:00 pm.
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Market Review - Stillwater - Spring 2014.pdf 

Market Review - Stillwater - Spring 2014.pdf. Market Review - Stillwater - Spring 2014.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main menu. Displaying Market ...
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Spring-2014-NSO-PSD-ADV_AMT-1.pdf 

Walk-in hours are not available unless noted otherwise**. Page 3 of 18. Spring-2014-NSO-PSD-ADV_AMT-1.pdf. Spring-2014-NSO-PSD-ADV_AMT-1.pdf.
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Volume 22, Issue 1 Spring 2014 

child care center for low-income families and your money makes a real impact on so many ... ...manage our budget so ... KDCCC has a PayPal account. Sending in ... KDCCC will receive a percentage of your purchases if your card is linked to.
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